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Modern use of aerial unmanned vehicles in the interests of army units 

Streszczenie 

Pomysł wykorzystania samolotów do przeprowadzenia rozpoznania nie jest nowy: 

znane są przypadki wykorzystania samolotów w czasie I wojny światowej; znacznie częściej 

samoloty wykorzystywane były do wykonania lotów rozpoznawczych i fotografowania terenu 

w czasie II wojny światowej. Istotnych kroków ku zwiększeniu skuteczności środków 

rozpoznania powietrznego dokonano wraz z rozwojem technologii, które pozwalały zdalnie 

lub programowo kierować aparatem latającym. Pozwoliło to znacznie obniżyć koszty lotów 

oraz wyeliminować zagrożenie dla życia pilota. Wprowadzenie do działania satelitarnych 

systemów nawigacyjnych oraz wykorzystanie z nich sygnałów stworzyło dodatkowe 

możliwości dla projektantów bezzałogowych aparatów latających: ustalenie parametrów lotu 

było teraz bardziej dokładne, nie było konieczności precyzyjnego uwzględnienia warunków 

meteorologicznych, w tym również prędkości i kierunku ruchu wiatru.  

Zdalnie sterowane aparaty latając są szeroko wykorzystywane w działaniach wojennych 

na Donbasie zarówno przez najemców rosyjskich, jak i przez formacje wojskowe, biorące 

udział w w operacji antyterrorystycznej. Najpowszechniej stosowanym bezzałogowym 

aparatem latającym jest „Furija”, której charakterystyki taktyczno-techniczne pozwalają 

prowadzić rozpoznanie w dowolnym czasie oraz określać współrzędne celów i korygować 

ogień artylerii. 

Słowa kluczowe: Systemy nawigacji satelitarnej, zdalnie sterowany samolot, 

rozpoznanie artylerijskie, definiowanie współrzędne docelowe 

Abstract 

The idea to use aerial vehicles for reconnaissance is not new. There are known cases 

of the reconnaissance aircraft using during World War I; much wider aircraft were used for 

reconnaissance flights, photographing the area in World War II. Significant jump in 

increasing the efficiency of air reconnaissance took place when the development of 

technologies enabled remotely or programmatically control the aircraft. This had reduced the 

cost of flying and eliminated the risk of the life of the pilot. Interestingly, the first unmanned 

aerial vehicles were used long before the First World War: August 22, 1849, when Austria 

launched an unmanned balloon with explosives in Venice. The destructions were 

insignificant, but Venice surrendered two days later.  
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Implementation of the satellite navigation system (SNS) and use its navigation signals 

provided additional opportunities for developers of unmanned aerial vehicles, determination 

of parameters of movement has become much more precise, no need accurate account of 

weather conditions, including wind speed and direction. However, along with these benefits 

of using SNS some weaknesses appeared in the UAV control. Analysis of sources shows that 

modern receivers of satellite navigation information have a number of vulnerabilities: the 

ability to suppress the signal interference, "hanging" of specialized software, even the 

substitution of navigation signals by false ones that is actually an interception of UAV flight 

control. 

Remotely controlled aircraft are widely used in the war in Donbas by both Russian 

mercenaries and Ukrainian military units involved in the anti-terrorist operation. The most 

widely used is UAV "Furiya" which performance characteristics make it possible to conduct 

reconnaissance at any time of day, determine the coordinates of targets and adjust artillery 

fire. The particular note is about countering the enemy drones. First of all, it is difficult to 

detect UAVs by the air defense means through small size. However, recently was practically 

defined the possibility of UAV reconnaissance using radar complex ARK-1M and 

recommendations were given in this regard. According to aforesaid remotely controlled 

aircrafts are important players on the modern battlefield; study the experience of their 

application is relevant matter. 

Keywords: satellite navigation system, unmanned aerial vehicle, artillery 

reconnaissance, target acquisition 

Artillery reconnaissance and its role in the defeat of the enemy 

The experience of the antiterrorist operation in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions 

shows that significant changes in the tactical situation in the area of conflict occur usually as 

the result of the conflicting parties and their means of artillery combat support, including 

artillery reconnaissance vehicles. The artillery continues to play the most important role in the 

performance of the tasks of total fire destruction. The share of participation in enemy fire 

damage far exceeds the total amount of problems solved by other means of fire destruction of 

the enemy. In turn, the effectiveness of artillery fire depends on the efficiency of artillery 

intelligence, precision and target acquisition speed etc. 

At the same time there is a discrepancy artillery reconnaissance capability to existing 

facilities needs to identify the enemy artillery units to ensure timely complete and accurate 

data on the location, size and nature of the targets, and data on the results of their defeat 

artillery fire. This leads to unnecessary excessive ammunition in the defeat of the enemy 
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objects, or failure to achieve the desired degree of fire destruction of the enemy, barrel wear, 

increasing the time on firing positions and, therefore, increase the likelihood of their defeat by 

the enemy fire. 

The reasons aforementioned are a number of objective and subjective factors. The 

objective may include characteristics of armed conflict, such as: 

- lack of continuous contact line; 

- presence enemy of small well-armed mobile groups (gangs, sabotage and 

reconnaissance groups) that are active on a broad front; 

- significant strengthening of technological component of the armed struggle that 

makes it more dynamic transient. 

These factors cause growth the quantity of tasks for artillery reconnaissance require to 

improve efficiency of acquiring and refinement of intelligence about the enemy. However, 

there are no significant changes in improving the quantity and quality of forces and facilities 

of artillery reconnaissance. 

As some of reasons of such situation we can take into account critical lack of means 

serviceable artillery reconnaissance means from rangefinders to radar complexes, 

ineffectiveness of the existing system of artillery intelligence due to the lack of automation, 

moral and technical staff aging and lack of modern communications. 

It is interesting to consider the historical retrospective of the importance of the 

subjective factor in the application of complex means of artillery intelligence in the armed 

forces of the former Soviet Union and its successor – Russia. 

At the onset of World War II Red Army commanders failed sufficiently to effectively 

use the means of artillery reconnaissance and properly organize their interaction with artillery 

units. Thus, the chief of staff of artillery Southwestern Front, Colonel (later - Artillery 

Lieutenant General) GS Nadysyev noted that "the activity of the intelligence department of 

artillery headquarters was limited to rare provisions for army artillery headquarters to 

strengthen the artillery reconnaissance of various areas "1. 

The basis of artillery reconnaissance during this period was visual and optical 

reconnaissance. Photogrammetric, topographic and acoustic intelligence was only in the 

artillery intelligence battalions of some corps artillery regiments. Their intelligence was used 

by corps artillery regiments only. Depending on the nature of the terrain artillery 

reconnaissance was carried out 4-6 kilometers in depth. One reason for this situation could be 

                                                             
1 Надысев Г.С. На службе штабной. М.: Воениздат, 1976. С. 17. 
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the rejection of the overwhelming majority of high-ranking commanders of artillery acoustic 

reconnaissance. Acoustic stations were considered as toys, incapable of effective application 

of counter-battery fight. Only hard work of acoustic units and comparison the coordinates of 

enemy cells derived sound intelligence with real coordinates obtained by other means and 

ways radically changed attitude to the role acoustic reconnaissance units in determining the 

position of artillery and mortar batteries enemy. 
The situation of ignoring the artillery reconnaissance means repeated later in the armed 

forces of the Russian Federation units in the so-called "Chechen war". In particular, 

participant of that war Lt. Col. (retired) I. Brychko (Russian Federation) recalled that even 

with two battalions of heavy artillery pieces with trained officers, having sufficient amount of 

ammunition he was helpless in the fight against the roving 82 mm mortars of militants. They 

were shelling positions of federal troops from the forest or urban neighborhoods, right from 

their homes without roofs or basements without reinforced concrete floors. Organic 

reconnaissance means didn’t allow acquiring these targets. Besides there were no attached 

means of instrumental artillery reconnaissance to support the mission. In the absence of radar 

stations and acoustic complexes these battalions as early in the war of 1941-1945, fired at a 

depth of sight optical observing devices that significantly reduced the combat effectiveness of 

the regimental artillery. For detection and elimination or suppression of 82 mm mortars on its 

maximum range of fire even technical capabilities of aged acoustic complex AZK-7 would be 

more than enough2. 
Thus, analysis of the history and practice of radar and acoustic means of artillery 

reconnaissance shows that low efficiency of these vehicles in the initial period of wars and 

armed conflicts caused by shortsightedness team managers who are responsible for organizing 

artillery reconnaissance. This, in turn, can be explained by the complexity of their application, 

low maintainability and necessity of crew training for an efficient and trouble-free operation. 

Analyzing these lessons learned we shouldn’t allow ignoring perspective sophisticated means 

that facilitate the actions and warrior life saving. 

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles for aerial photographic 

Under these conditions becomes more widespread practice use of small unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAV) to improve the provision of artillery reconnaissance units. 

                                                             
2 Сергієнко Р.В. Бойове застосування засобів артилерійської звукової розвідки під час 
визвольної війни 1941-1945 років. – 70 років від початку визволення України від 
німецько-фашистських загарбників: Матеріали доповідей учасників науково-
практичної конференції 21 листопада 2013 р. – Львів: АСВ, 2013. – с.184. 
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The idea to use aerial vehicles for reconnaissance is not new. It is known cases of 

aircraft use during World War I; much wider aircraft used for reconnaissance flights, 

photographing the area in World War II. Significant jump in increasing the efficiency of air 

reconnaissance took place when the development of technology enabled remotely or 

programmatically control the aircraft. This has reduced the cost of flying and eliminated the 

risk of the life of the pilot. Interestingly, that first time the unmanned aerial vehicles were 

used took place long before the First World War: August 22, 1849, Austria launched an 

unmanned balloon with explosives form its battle ship to drop it in Venice. The destructions 

were insignificant, but Venice surrendered two days later3. 

Enactment of the satellite navigation system (SNS) and the use of navigation signals 

had provided the additional opportunities for developers of unmanned aerial vehicles: 

determining parameters of movement has become much more precise, and necessity of 

accurate account of weather conditions was significantly decreased. 
Analysis of the use of of unmanned aerial vehicles by the experience  

of recent armed conflicts 

The analysis of the nature of the recent armed conflicts in Yugoslavia, Iraq, 

Afghanistan shows the general trend for constant increasing the efficiency of intelligence and 

its impact on the final result of the operation. 
In today's armed conflicts particular attention is paid to provide intelligence operations 

artillery as the primary means of fire destruction of the enemy. 
For this purpose as the intelligence priorities it is considered the ensuring integration 

of intelligence and fire activity in a single automated system combined with electronic 

computing devices for data processing purposes and gun control. 
There are following demands in spatial indexes the reconnaissances: 
- continuous search and identifying any targets – to 40 km in depth; 
- detection the means of distant fire destruction – to 70 km in depth; 
- detection the command and control system elements, air defense means, enemy 

reserves - to 150 km in depth. 
To fulfill these requirements, according to foreign military experts, the artillery of the 

Army must be equipped with a different set of the means intended aerial reconnaissance. 
Considerable attention is providing the artillery with UAV complexes is given to the 

                                                             
3 Bibek Poudel. Historical development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in military 
operations. Engineering Department, IOE Pulchowk Campus – 
https://www.facebook.com/bibek.poudel.71 
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armed forces of Germany. In particular, there are known some examples of such weapons. 

UAV ALADIN (electronic-optical shirt-range reconnaissance aircraft) (Figure 1) with a range 

of 5 km, which is an organic mean of artillery observation post (SP) «Fennek» on the base of 

M113 armored personnel carrier. 
 

Aladin Mini UAV 

 
http://defense-update.com/products/a/aladin-uav.htm 

 

UAV LUNA provides a depth of up to 40 km. Flight time is 2 hours and 

reconnaissance height from 300 to 600 m with a flight speed of 70 km/h (depending on the 

wind). Infrared sensors allow the day and night reconnaissance. The mission can be assigned 

using a special program. It was used in Kosovo and Macedonia. 
 

LUNA 

  
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/EMT_Luna 

 

UAV KZO allows surveillance 65 km in depth at any light conditions. Duration of 
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flight is 3.5 hours; altitude varies from 300 to 2500 m depending on conditions and hazards. 

Vehicle speed is about 150 km/h. It is possible to change the program of flight after takeoff. 
 

KZO 

 
http://www.worldwide-

military.com/Military%20Aircraft/UAV%20plaatjes/Groot/KZO%20(Germany)_001.jpg 

 

UAV CL 289 is able to acquire targets at a distance of 170 km. It has a maximum 

speed to 740 km/h, time of flight – 30 minutes. It is equipped with daytime, infrared and radar 

sensors and provides reconnaissance in adverse conditions. It has 12 independent channels of 

reconnaissance. 
UAV Canadair CL 289 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadair_CL-89 

 

Significant fighting experience has gained the Israeli army. The basis of modern 

Israeli unmanned aircraft fleet has a wide range of aircrafts - from tiny, such as hand-launched 

Skylark that is organic for intelligence and tactical level infantry units to the modern one of 
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the world's largest UAV "Eitan" whose wing span is up to 26 meters and weight - 4 tons. 
The trial by fire UAV has passed during the Yom Kippur War in October 1973. That 

days they were used mostly as bait to identify anti-aircraft missiles of the enemy. The real " 

trial of fire" UAV took place in 1982 during "Operation Peace of Galilee" where the Israeli 

army for the first time and successfully applied tactical reconnaissance UAV to destroy 

enemy air defense. This success is largely determined the future success of Israel in the 

creation of unmanned aircraft. 
Drones also intercepted and analyzed radar radiation of the enemy and reproduced 

them to ground stations or planes in the air. Later UAV was equipped with laser guidance for 

illumination purposes, intended to attack the laser-guided missiles. 
In the late 1980s the deck basing UAV Pioneer was designed. This is the first UAV 

particularly designed for adjusting artillery fire of battleships class of "Iowa". It was used by 

the American army in the first and second Gulf War in Iraq. 
As the latest developments the UAVs Hermes (company "Silver Arrow") can be 

identified; they are designed for long-range and tactical intelligence. It is possible 

autonomous GPS-controlled flight of UAV Hermes 450 with real time data transmission up to 

200 km. UAV is used by units of the Israeli army used to identify targets, adjusting artillery 

fire, collects information at any time. Despite the increasingly wider issue of multi-purpose 

UAV Israeli designers develop the small tactical drones. 
The significant attention to UAVs pays the Russian army too. Thus, two years ago in 

tactical combined arms formations of the Central Military District, the first company UAV of 

armed services' and electronic intelligence. On the three mountain ranges of Russian military 

base in Tajikistan took place camping military artillery training that culminated with artillery 

battalions fire control involving short-range UAVs "Granat-1", "Leer- 3" and "Zastava". 
The tactical UAV class of "Tipchak" was tested. It was designed to interact with 

artillery and meet its needs. His task is to find and recognize objects at distances up to 40 

kilometers from the point of control at a temperature of -40 to +50°C. UAVs are equipped 

with infrared and regular cameras. The complex consists of six unmanned vehicles that run 

with pneumatic catapult. Landing is on a parachute. Devices are designed to fly at height of 

two hundred to three thousand meters, with speed of 25-50 m/s. 60 kg weight device can fly 

at least two hours. The control complex provides simultaneous operation of two UAVs. After 

recognizing the object it takes only half a minute to a report it. Time of complex deploy is 

twenty minutes. Complex moves in four "KAMAZ" trucks (transport & launch antenna 

carrier, control and technical support). 
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It should be noted that mentioned above Russian drones are widely used in the war in 

Donbas by Russian mercenaries that acts as part of gangs formations and units of the RF's 

regular army. 
Thus, the analysis of procedure of obtaining intelligence information in the interests of 

the artillery using of unmanned aerial vehicles according to experience the recent armed 

conflicts testifies the trend of increasing the part of reconnaissance missions using UAVs. 

This is mainly due to sufficient surveillance depth, low vulnerability, and low time 

consuming. 
A common practice is the development and use of various classes of UAVs: short-

range, tactical and operational-tactical according with a range of up to 5, 40 and 100 km. The 

principle of modularity is commonly used during a UAV designing; that allows different 

purpose attachments. 
Particular attention in UAV development is paid to its integration in the collection, 

processing and transmission of intelligence in the interest of enemy fire damage and the 

ability to identify the widest possible range of informative reconnaissance features of the 

enemy objects in the depth of artillery fire range. 
The use of UAVs by Ukrainian Army units 

The widespread use of drones, experience of their use for reconnaissance and other 

purposes was considered both the supreme command and voluntary organizations that were 

responsible for providing units of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in the area ATO. So this time 

the drones used in the combat activities in the Donbas region not only Russian mercenaries 

and their collaborants, but also Ukrainian military units involved in the Anti-terrorist 

operation. The most widely used UAV is "Furiya"; its performance characteristics make it 

possible to conduct reconnaissance at any time of day, acquire the targets and adjust artillery 

fire. One of these UAVs was assembled by radio amateurs from Kyiv and then transferred to 

battalion "Donbas". The UAV is controlled by radio; the image is transmitted in real time on a 

monitor located at the firing position. UAV flies nearby settlements and discovers the 

positions of militants. Then the intel broadcasts to gunners; they impose obtained grids on the 

map and engage the target. After firing the same UAV is used to determine the effectiveness 

of fire. 

Ukrainian UAV "Furiya" 
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http://bmpd.livejournal.com/1003120.html 

 

Volunteer group "Aerorozvidka Lviv" has constructed and donated similar UAV to 

24th mechanized brigade. Its range of action is 20 km. The UAV is small, light and invisible 

to radar. It powered by batteries and it makes it almost silent. 
This UAV was used in the area of ATO in Luhansk airport. The mortar battery 

commander personally controlled it, conducted area reconnaissance on the outskirts of 

Luhansk. After data processing the battery fired the enemy, which was breaking through at 

the airport that time. 
UAV MICROVISOR SM 7 was created by the Odessa firm of SMIC AEROSPACE 

for military intelligence units, but their "baptism of fire" was just in artillery units, performing 

tasks of artillery fire adjustment. 
Microvisor SM7 

 

 
http://warfreedom.wixsite.com/uamil/microvisor-sm7-c19um 

 

This type of UAV can stay in the air for 50 minutes covering 15 km at an altitude of 

2500 m, which allows visually go unnoticed and because of their small size invisible to radar. 
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The UAV Observer SM1 in its turn gained popularity among artillery units after 

testing in the ATO area. This type of aerial reconnaissance vehicle is suitable for long periods 

of continuous operation; the maximum flight range is 500 km at an altitude of 1500 km. 

In addition to presented planes, widespread use of so-called "multikopters" which 

operation principle is similar to the helicopters' one. The advantage of these UAVs is the 

ability to hang upon a target. This allows having an internal navigation equipment to 

determine the grids of the object (target, burst, benchmark, and sometimes their position). 

Quadcopter 

 
From authors' private archive 

 

Besides the units of Ukrainian State Border Service assist the Armed Forces in the 

intelligence obtaining. They actively use UAVs to monitor the situation in remote areas or in 

the possible locations of bandit formations fire units. 
The analysis of the use of UAVs indicates that the greatest difficulty in the use of 

UAVs in the interest of artillery units is the search and identification of the enemy objects. 

Significant speed and altitude make it difficult to "read" the area; the skills are obtained just 

by decoding the UAV images acquired during practice, which indicates the low efficiency of 

their application at an early stage before acquiring sufficient skills. The problem of inability 

to quickly "read" the area leads to false orientation of the UAV in flight, reducing the power 

and reduces and therefore efficiency of the tasks. 
Another problem is insufficient adaptation most of UAVs for adjusting the artillery 

fire.  
In addition, there were cases of loss of UAVs not only due to destruction by enemy 

fire, but also as a result of adverse weather conditions, getting in the zone of radio electronic 

(radar) means both friendly troops and the enemy ones, wrong timing UAV flight and more. 

Thus, during the ATO the units of the Ukrainian army is being actively used UAVs to 
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conduct reconnaissance on tactical level, control and correct of artillery fire. 
 

Some issues of combating enemy UAV 

Special attention deserves the countering enemy drones. First of all, it is difficult to 

detect UAVs by air defense means due to small size. But recently was practically defined the 

possibility of UAV reconnaissance using radar complex ARK-1M and recommendations were 

developed in this regard. Consider them in detail. 
Choice of position. The position of ARK-1M to identify enemy UAVs and pointing 

the air defense unit is advisable to choose on the hills that dominate over the likely area of 

UAVs' flight to exclude the impact of marks from terrain features (belts, tall buildings etc.) in 

the process of finding a mark of UAV screen indicator complex. 
The mark of UAV on the ARK-1M operator's screen 

 
From authors' private archive 

It is advisable to place Air Defense fire unit next to the complex ARK-1M. The 

complex and air defense means must be oriented in the same angular measurements system. 

One must define the grids of air defense piece and bring them to the ARK-1M crew to 

facilitate targeting the air defense unit. 
Operating procedure. When setting a combat mission to complex crew leader one must 

define the area of the complex position, basic and 1-2 additional reconnaissance sectors and 
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the area of special attention by near and far abroad, and the procedure of interaction with air 

defense unit. Sector of reconnaissance should be set so that it passes by its bisect through the 

center the likely area of UAV flight. Other sectors should be prescribed so that their left or 

right border was adjacent to the left or right of the basic reconnaissance sector. 
When getting the area of complex position crew leader determines its grids and 

provides the complex antenna orientation, organizes interaction with air defense unit and 

prepares the complex for reconnaissance operations. Then he determines the initial elevation 

from which to start exploring taking into account a minimum height of enemy UAV flight 

which is 200-500 meters. 

Scanning the targets should start from elevation that corresponds the minimum 

possible altitude of UAV, gradually increasing the angle of elevation. Once acquiring the 

target operator fixes its position in polar coordinates several times and thus determines vector 

of its movement. Then this information is transferred to air defense firing unit. 
Thus, thanks to powerful radar of ARK-1M complex, it may conduct reconnaissance 

of small targets flying at a considerable distance, defined by one of his appointments: 

adjustment the artillery fire at maximum distances of powerful artillery systems. 
The vulnerability of satellite navigation systems of UAVs 

Along with traditional means of air targets destroying the drones can be threaten by 

radio warfare means affecting UAVs' high-tech equipment. In particular, it is necessary to 

note that along with the benefits of using satellite navigation data were appeared the related 

weaknesses in the control of the UAV. Analysis of open sources4 shows that modern receivers 

of satellite navigation information have a number of vulnerabilities: the ability to suppress or 

jam the signal, "hanging on" the specialized software, and even the substitution of navigation 

signals by false ones that actually is the  interception of UAV flight control. 
The software of satellite navigation systems becomes more complex and flexible and 

that makes it a significantly vulnerable to potential attacks. Therefore, the protection of 

navigation information should not be ignored by developers and users of devices dependent 

on global positioning systems. 
Issues of uninterrupted navigation information providing are very actively discussed in 

open information sources. One of the most detailed publication of the results of their research 

                                                             
4 David Grimm. GPS direction finding. – 2nd Baltic Swiss Geodetic Science Week, Lithuania 
– 2007. 
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is the article "Attacks on software GPS» (GPS software attacks) 5 ; in this paper the 

classification of known threats for operation of GPS signal receivers, analyzed the possible 

causes of their vulnerability. The articles were published, in which the cryptographic 

authentication of civilian C/A signal6, other means of combating the falsification of the 

signal7 were proposed8. 
However, it should be noted that the proposed in these articles measures are more 

focused on architecture and software satellite navigation systems in general, and in part - on 

the manufacturer of equipment satellite navigation information user. But besides is important 

is to find ways to detect the fact of the attack directly by person who use the satellite 

navigation information receiver, and efficient and low-cost software upgrades for 

manufacturers of these receivers. 
In this regard, it is advisable to analyze major threats to proper operation of satellite 

navigation systems from malicious attacks or natural phenomena that affect the propagation 

of electromagnetic waves in the GPS range and to identify measures that will help users 

identify incorrect information from the receiver of SNS . 
According to open sources, the greatest success in evaluating new threats and 

vulnerabilities managed to achieve researchers from Carnegie Mellon University and the 

company Coherent Navigation (USA). The results of their work were published the article 

"GPS software attacks", where the authors paid attention to the growing role of software 

components in the operation of satellite navigation system and gave the classification of the 

threats and attacks. According to the classification the attacks considered during the study can 

be divided into the following groups9. 
1. Attacks on the data level: these attacks are similar to the spoofing (interception signal 

and transfer it in modified form invisibly for the user) but can harm the high-tech receivers of 

navigation information. 
                                                             
5 GPS Software Attacks / T. Nighswander, B. Ledvina, J. Diamond, R. Brumley, D. Brumley. 
– CCS’12, October16–18,2012, Raleigh, NorthCarolina, USA. 
6 On the Requirements for Successful GPS Spoofing Attacks. Nils Ole Tippenhauer, Christina 
Popper, Kasper B. Rasmussen, Srdjan Capkun. [web source] http://www.syssec.ethz.ch/ 
research/ccs139-tippenhauer.pdf. 
7 «Ахиллесова пята» системы GPS. [web source] 
http://www.ixbt.com/news/soft/index.shtml?16/40/85 
8 M. Tolentino. GPS Still Vulnerable To Attacks Show Researchers at University of Texas 
[web source] http://siliconangle.com/blog/2012/12/15/gps-still-vulnerable-to-attacks-show-
researchers-at-university-of-texas/. 
9 GPS Software Attacks / T. Nighswander, B. Ledvina, J. Diamond, R. Brumley, D. Brumley. 
– CCS’12, October16–18,2012, Raleigh, NorthCarolina, USA. 
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2. Attacks on software of the receiver navigational information: they are dangerous due to 

increasing the level of user privileges and allowing access to confidential information; 
3. Attacks on GPS-dependent system: use the fact that these systems perceive GPS-

provided information as a reliable source. 
To achieve this the following methods were used: 

- Falsification of the orbit navigation satellites data; 
- Transfer of distorted information about the date and time; 
- Attack on the system software; 
- Forgery signal - pseudo-random code (spoofing); 

- jamming. 
As an example of the last mentioned above one may note the fact that criminal gangs 

used to lock anti-theft systems based on GPS-navigation. There was also the incident using 

GPS-suppressing signal by North Korea against the South Korea. It was not only the 

disrupted the marine navigation, but also the work of cellular base stations and some military 

systems. 
Another interesting fact is that making the necessary hardware for the attack uses 

components that are produced commercially (hardware simulation GPS-signal); their cost 

approximately equals the cost of laptop. During the experiment, it was found that out seven of 

devices involved in the inspection each of them was struck by at least two types of attacks10. 
It should be noted that such equipment of simulating the signal – CH-3810 – produces 

Ukrainian state enterprise "Orizon-Navigation", Smila of Cherkasy region. This equipment 

allows you to create RF signal that simulates navigation field of full constellation of 

spacecraft GLONASS (Russia), GPS (USA) and GALILEO (European system), with ability 

to simulate traffic of receiver of navigation information11. 
Nowadays it is unacceptable the perception of navigation receiver signal as a unit but not 

as a computer, ignoring the possibility for development and establishment of "patches" in 

response to detected threats12. A typical example of the use of "loopholes" in the software is 

assignment zero to length of semi-major axis of the orbit of the satellite in the navigation 
                                                             
10 GPS Software Attacks / T. Nighswander, B. Ledvina, J. Diamond, R. Brumley, D. Brumley. 
– CCS’12, October16–18,2012, Raleigh, NorthCarolina, USA. 
11 David Grimm. GPS direction finding. – 2nd Baltic Swiss Geodetic Science Week, Lithuania 
– 2007 
12 Сергієнко Р.В. Аналіз сучасних методів порушення роботи апаратури користувача 
супутникових радіонавігаційних систем та можливі шляхи їх виявлення. Системи 
обробки інформації. – Системи обробки інформації. –Харків: ХУПС – 2013. –№ 2 (109). 
С.82-85. 
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message which is part of the satellite navigation signal. Later this causes division by zero 

error. The system is overloaded, but for repeat calculations it uses the data from the cache 

(memory for receiver "hot" start), where the same erroneous data saved. This leads to an 

endless cycle of reloading13. 
Another example is the attack of de-synchronization of the date. This uses the fact that the 

week number takes 10 bits of the navigation message. Gradually changing the week number 

from largest to smallest and thus reaching changes to the starting date of the epoch of the 

week numbers, date is falsifying almost 20 years. This brings devices down because the return 

date of the epoch of the "past" is impossible. 
These mentioned above threats prove the urgency of improving the security of navigation 

systems against discussed cyber attacks. The first steps for manufacturers of navigation 

receivers can be the following: careful design software using the restrictions that would make 

it impossible acceptance the clearly incorrect data as reliable; the possibility for users to 

update software; the use of repeaters of true signal to receivers of navigational information. 

It should be noticed that newest produced in Ukraine UAV DeViRo "Leleka-100" uses 

the navigation receiver with prevention of spoofing attacks14. 

And what we can recommend for user of navigation information receiver? The most 

affordable way of detection the signal falsification can be "combining" received navigation 

data with the user (UAV operator) found during visual observation image from the UAV 

camera. During the operations on the flat terrain one must verify height value taken from the 

topographic map to the value calculated by the receiver navigational information. The 

discrepancy in values should not exceed the value specified in the instrument specifications in 

these operating conditions. 

The mentioned above ways allow revealing the falsification of the navigation signal. But 

its jamming makes completely impossible the receiving navigation information, and in this 

case it is useful to find and disable the suppression device. Jamming signal source location 

can be done with difference-phase system. 

So modern realities require developing the approaches to protect the information used 

satellite navigation systems. In addition to technical measures that producers should take into 

                                                             
13 GPS Software Attacks / T. Nighswander, B. Ledvina, J. Diamond, R. Brumley, D. Brumley. 
– CCS’12, October16–18,2012, Raleigh, NorthCarolina, USA. 
14 UAV DeViRo 'Leleka-100'. – Official site of Limited Liability Company "Production-
Innovative company "DeViRo". – [http://uav-ua.com/en/leleka-100] 
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account, users need a balanced approach to making decisions about the reliability of data 

obtained by navigational information receiver, referring to discussed above approaches. 

Conclusions 

According to the experience, the use of UAVs in the area of ATO has greatly 

increased the area of surveillance of the terrain and the enemy, and for the devices with 

positioning means – quickly determine the targets grids. 

The positive features of the UAV as a means of reconnaissance are: rapid penetration 

into the depths of enemy locations; a quick survey (with a particular purpose) of large areas; 

quick providing the command with intelligence; documentary authenticity of aerial 

photography data. 

The negative features include: difficulty of recognizing the camouflaged enemy 

objects; inability to obtain other data than those that can be detected by camera (documents, 

surveys prisoners, studying attitudes of residents etc.); the impossibility of long and 

continuous observations of the same object (specifications: limitations to stay in the air, the 

depending on the atmospheric and meteorological conditions); the need for subsequent 

processing of the data for grids and altitude of targets determining. 

Along with the development the procedures of application of unmanned aerial vehicles 

for reconnaissance it should be investigated countermeasures with tools available in ordinary 

units. Besides it is necessary to take into account the vulnerability of UAV control systems to 

means electronic warfare, including the means suppression, distortion and substitution 

navigation signals of satellite navigation systems. 

Despite its disadvantages UAVs become the important players on the modern 

battlefield; and future research of their use to provide artillery units with valuable intelligence 

is quite important. 
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